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I wrote this document for Chantelle and her 
sisters, to shed light on the situations she has 
lived through since 2014 and to explain where 
possible, my part in this story and reasons why 
I took the actions I did. I hope it improves 
your situation and works towards securing 
your freedom so you can fulfil your dreams of 
being a singer.

Lots of Love Inks - Jason

I consider these issues linked to the 
community work I have been involved in 
which is discussed in Star Family News Issue 
12 - The Complaint and Execution of Mark 
Duggan.
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The Beatings, Torture and Abuse of Chantelle McNeish

This document is being produced to shed light on a situation that I have been observing 
for many years and to hopefully improve the condition for Chantelle and her family.

The Meeting

I first saw Chantelle Mcneish sometime in 2012 at Newham Leisure centre where my 
daughter attended gymnastics. I didn’t interact with Chantelle until sometime in 2013 
when my daughter’s gymnastics class moved to Cumberland School and we began to 
speak.

Chantelle appeared friendly and good natured and we would say hi and bye for a few 
months. It was sometime in these months we developed an mutual interest in each other 
which can be illustrated by a few things but not limited to:

On one occasion I was watching the class and Chantelle approached me and asked me to 
film her teaching my daughter which I did, whilst I found it a little unusual. I took my 
children to a number of classes from taekwondo, trampolining, ballet, they had music 
classes etc, but no one had ever asked me to do this before. Chantelle then taught my 
daughter whilst I filmed them and then asked me to see the footage. As I was handing 
Chantelle the phone, instead of taking hold of the phone, she placed her hand over mine 
and slid it down to the phone before she took it to view the material. After viewing the 
material she was smiling and quite happy and she returned the phone, touching me again 
in what I would consider more of an intimate interaction as opposed to a social 
interaction with a teacher of my daughter.

This was the first day I noticed Chantelle and started to like her. You will see later in this 
document why touch is important to a person like myself, regarding a condition that I 
have.

I had bought a number of copies of a book called “Hood Rat” which I was distributing to 
young people I worked with at HMYOI Cookham Wood 2012-2013 and wanted to give 
Chantelle a copy of the book which I did. I also placed my business card in the book for 
her to call me.

During the time I was having marital issues regarding infidelity (not on my part - 
although I had kissed a few girls over the years, but not much more) and was considering 
an affair myself, not in revenge but because I believe my now ex-wife was still having 
affairs and I thought it would be nice to have a companion as the trust I had with my ex-
wife had broken down.



On occasion Chantelle would come and 
sit next to me during class and we 
would say a few words here and there, 
not really big conversations at all. And 
in one of these brief moments I asked 
her if she had started to read the book, 
to which she replied:

“No, but I keep it next to my bed, 
which is a good place to keep it.”

As I suffer from high functioning autism 
(I am currently waiting to be seen by 
Bethlem Hospital for an official 
diagnosis and I scored 9 out of 10 on 
the Autistic Spectrum Disorder 
Quotient test by Cambridge in 2017) I 
have great difficulty in these situations 
and as such my reply was polite but I 
didn’t move forward in the interaction 
as I suffer from anxiety in certain 
situations, I did however welcome the 
sentiment.

Image - Chantelle with left eye swollen

In another one of these events, Chantelle approached me, although in this instance she 
didn’t sit next to me and tried to invite me to visit her in Birmingham, If I can recollect, 
the conversation was cut short in some way or due to my autism I was unable to respond 
appropriately to further what appeared to be her intention.

I then started to notice something very strange in Chantelle’s behaviour, she would 
display signs as though she was trying to connect with me but also appeared to be 
restricted in what she was permitted to do which I found very strange.

An autistic person builds a view of the world based on the life experiences, routines and 
social norms lived through and as such when a new type of social interaction is 
discovered that there is no previous reference for, it makes for a very confusing and 
anxious time.

After some months I found her on Facebook and messaged her telling her that I liked 
her, whilst waiting for a response, my ex-wife messaged me to tell me she might be 
pregnant. It was amazing timing.



 I thought it wouldn’t be right 
for me to get Chantelle involved 
in my life at that time given that 
information, so before she 
responded, I sent her another 
message to the effect of “I have 
something going on in my life 
and it wouldn’t be right for me 
to get her involved in my life”.

Shortly thereafter I received a 
message from her stating that 
she never liked me at all and 
only saw me as the father of one 
of her students. I was confused 
but subsequently put it down to 
her being upset that I had 
essentially told her I couldn’t be 
with her because of things I was 
going through, after she had 
displayed interest in me beyond 
that of being the father of one 
of her students.
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Many months passed before we would start to interact again.

Social Media

We then began to “indirect" each other on social media, this is where people send 
coded messages to each other via Facebook, Twitter etc as normal tweets and posts 
and not directly message each other.

It was Chantelle that taught me about this, albeit indirectly. I then started to view 
our social interactions as a puzzle. We would send each other coded indirect 
messages and then see each other at the gymnastics class which by this time I had 
taken a slightly more active role in attempting to make contact.

Which in my autistic world involved me offering to help her pack up the gymnastics 
kit after class during which I would touch her hand (I am fairly challenged when 
attempting to interact with women that I like and autistic flirting is significantly 
different from normal flirting) and smile and try to talk to her.



I then began to direct message her on Instagram to which she never replied, up to this 
day. This non-response confused me no end. We were interacting in the gym perfectly 
well, engaged in flirting but she would not respond to me on social media, accept lifts, 
nor call me.

I then discovered or theorised that our interactions were part of some type of game, the 
rules of which I had not been informed of. I would put my thoughts about it online and 
she would respond indirectly. There was a time around 2014 I believe where I would 
direct message her a lot, some days for hours on end and I would see her in the gym 
and she would be quite happy.

I could tell she had some type of restrictions placed on her which she found very 
difficult to deal with, I remember her smiling with me on one occasion only to burst 
into tears whilst looking at me as though she wanted to connect with me but wasn’t 
permitted. I then began to suspect she was part of some type of system that was in 
some way restricting her freedom and not permitting her to do the things she would 
like.

I then from around that time, 
set out to “free” her from this 
situation. 

As part of a fact finding 
mission and to get to learn 
more about her and continue 
to develop our emotional 
connection I made a set of 
CD’s with my favourite music 
and a personality test, I think 
it was a Myers Briggs 
personality test that I included 
and also a CBT questionnaire 
that sheds light on conditions 
a person might have so I could 
better understand the 
situation.

I then sent a coded message on 
social media about the 
package and left it under the 
seats at gymnastics class.

Image - Chantelle with both 
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Within the next day, she had 
responded very positively and 
started to reveal, indirectly the 
results of the tests. The results of 
which I cannot remember other 
than she had identified at least four 
issues from the CBT test. Which 
indicated she had received the 
package. In my case when I had 
done it, I think I had discovered 
that I had abuse and abandonment 
issues among other things.

If I can remember correctly on the 
Myers Briggs test she was INF 
something, this was some time ago 
so that might not be accurate and 
profiles can change over time. I was 
INTJ.

On occasion over the years, 
through the frustrations of the 
restrictions on her, in her not being 
permitted to interact with me 
normally, I would break off contact, 
some times for months on end, 
thinking, this girl cannot possibly 
like me.

Image - Chantelle - hair thinning, 
make up done wrong - signs of 
distress - hair covering swollen eyes

During one of these times, after I stopped direct messaging her for a few days she 
tweeted on Twitter I think but could be another platform, “Why are you torturing me?”, 
“You became a part of my life.”

As such I began to suspect she would have reactions when I was out of contact with her. 
Sometimes out of the frustration of the situation I would close my social media accounts 
which she would react badly to. In one such instance after reactivating my accounts she 
used social media to state “I can’t explain it, but I need to see this.” Referring to what I 
perceived to be my social media accounts.



Friends

I then became aware that she was sharing 
the messages I sent to her, to her friends, I 
think via group chat functions on different 
platforms which was a discovery for me.

During this time I became aware that some 
of her friends were quite positive, mostly 
the female ones but on occasion the male 
ones could be very negative, sometimes 
Chantelle and I would have virtual 
arguments whilst trying to connect and we 
would actually end up in virtual fights.

These virtual arguments started an entirely 
different episode of our interactions for 
periods of time but what I noticed was, it 
always seemed to involve other people. 
When left alone we got on ok.

Image - Chantelle with left eye swollen, 
hair thinning due to chemicals being 
placed in it as part of a torture to attack 
her looks.

One of the negative male friends was a man 
called Lee Bell who I later discovered to be her boyfriend. Chantelle at the time did 
not disclose this fact to me until some months later at a gymnastics class, she said that 
Lee was her boyfriend. 

Being confused, my autistic reaction was to say “So I should delete my social media?” 
Which would delete the direct messages I had been sending her for months. It did not 
occur to me that she was potentially attempting to start an affair.

I then deleted my social media, to which she had a negative reaction in that I think at 
the time it would cause her emotional issues.

Then after this disclosure, some months later when I was back in contact with her, I 
got a call from a police station, I can’t remember which one and I was brought in for 
harassment which bewildered me to be honest, because our interactions were mostly 
good at the time.

What I suspected at the time was that Lee had in some way become aware of me 
messaging Chantelle and Chantelle was denying liking me at all and as such Lee 
thought I was harassing his girlfriend when in my reality, when I stopped messaging 
her or deleted my accounts she would have a type of emotional breakdown.



After this, I stopped contacting her for months 
but became aware that Lee would send very 
negative messages towards me when in my view 
of the world I had no dislike or like for him at all. 
This situation went on for a while and during one 
of our episodes I disclosed online in plain English, 
not in a coded message that I had been messaging 
Chantelle for months to which he had a very 
negative reaction to and Chantelle put up a 
message on social media to the effect of “I hate 
you”, I’m guessing because that truth revealed to 
Lee that she had been lying to him.

It was like living in a virtual soap opera.

I started flirting with her female friends online, to 
which she would have extremely negative 
reactions to. Like, extremely bad reactions. In one 
instance I referred to having other wives - there 
was a time where we were like virtually married 
and she put up a video saying:

“Oh, there’s more of them are there? They are an 
endangered species.” - This was around 2017.
Image - Chantelle with hair thinning due to 
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These are events that have taken place over a nine year period and to recount all the 
relevant facts would be near impossible. 

A Turn for the Worse

Sometime near the end of 2015 things took a significant turn for the worse and 
Chantelle started to post videos and images on social media which displayed her in 
significant distress and injured.

This was preceded by an escalating “virtual” fight on social media with men who 
used Chantelle’s social media accounts to interact with me. I later learnt that 
sometimes these men were homosexual or bisexual and I am a straight man that 
only likes women, so that was a significant issue.

I was able to piece together that male sex offenders had in some way for significant 
times gained access to Chantelle’s social media in order to “catfish” me (potentially 
other men as well) into thinking I was communicating with Chantelle when in 
reality it was sex offenders I had no interest in communicating with.



Background to the issues through my looking glass

To explain what happened from around 2014-2015 I have to go back to HMYOI 
Cookham Wood where I worked from 2012-2013. I ran a violence reduction 
intervention that achieved significant reductions in violence. After leaving the work I 
began to suspect that young people in the prison were at risk of self harm and suicide 
due to rising prison violence. Suicide and self-harm is evidenced to increase in prisons 
with high rates of violence.

I sent the prison a series of emails which admittedly could have been viewed 
negatively. I was in a difficult position. HMYOI Cookham Wood had quite recently 
experienced the suicide of a young person Alex Kelly in 2012, just before I started my 
intervention there and I was genuinely fearful that another young person might lose 
their life in the prison.

As such the tone and some of the content could have been viewed as “gang-related”.

The puzzle I found myself in was how can I improve the condition of the prison for 
the young people when I no longer work for the prison and didn’t have any means of 
improving the situation for the young people. The reasons for me leaving the prison 
can be found here in this video: https://youtu.be/WyJwhe-9fng

My solution was - and this will sound crazy but I was willing to take this risk if it 
meant it would contribute to preserving the life of children in the prison, my solution 
was…

To pretend to be a gang member. 

https://youtu.be/WyJwhe-9fng
https://youtu.be/WyJwhe-9fng


Whilst it might not have been the best idea I ever had, at the time I saw it as the best way 
to improve the conditions at HMYOI Cookham Wood to protect the children.

As such I sent a string of emails which contained content that alluded to me having 
joined all the gang members in the prison including the VI’s (Violence Interrupters was 
the title given to the young people in the Surviving Our Streets programme - A Cure 
Violence Replication) to the North London Shower Posse - Namely the TMD.

This was completely untrue.

I had never been associated with that or any gang, gang activity and didn’t know any 
members apart from:

Leon Smith who I went to John Loughborough School with and had no social 
interactions with outside of school and I had met Clint Ponton once as a teenager when I 
was around 15 or 16, when I went with my cousin to a girl’s house. The people present 
were my cousin’s friends and not mine. This encounter lasted a few moments in which 
Clint and I never spoke and then my cousin and I left. Darren Francis who is mentioned 
in SFN Issue 4 who I worked with as an ex offender in the prison work and Fletcher 
who I met with Darren once in 2017.

I had also not joined any of the young people at HMYOI Cookham Wood into a super 
gang, it was all fake. I only did the work I was tasked to do at the prison and nothing 
more.

In the emails I then sent to HMYOI Cookham Wood I included messages for my virtual 
gang that I had created that said words to the effect of:

"Stand down, they are listening to us now.”

I then instructed the prison staff to run a full cell check for the entire prison to recover 
an armoury of weapons that was potentially to be used in an uprising in the prison. This 
was whilst sending one of the Governors at the prison at the time emails to the effect of:

“As Governor of the prison, I am holding you personally responsible for the lives of the 
children in your care and if any of them die, many who cross that line never come back.”



I did this whilst sending the emails to everyone I could think of in the UK and even 
overseas. 

I also significantly highlighted the risk of suicide and that as violence was increasing in 
the prison, that the risk of suicide would increase. A young person who recently left the 
prison at the time advised me that the violence was bad - It was stated that two weeks 
after SOS left the prison, despite prison officers attempting to run the programme, 
violence erupted and has not ceased since.

In fact after SOS left, HMYOI Cookham Wood has on years earned the title as either 
the YOI with highest rate of violence or 2nd highest in the entire country.

My perceived outcome was:

• The prison would be locked down and emergency measures would be put in place 
due to the security risk

• After emailing as many people and organisations that I could, highlighting the 
serious risk of suicide at HMYOI Cookham Wood, the prison would be forced to 
improve all services and processes that relate to self harm and suicide. As a suicide 
after, would be a significant failure on part of the prison, which the prison would not 
want to risk. Least of all due to the legal ramifications.

• All weapons hidden in the prison would be recovered due to the requested cell spins 
(searches) and that would reduce the chance of serious harm in the escalating 
violence in the prison, thus reducing the risks of self harm and suicide

• These requested changes that would have been ignored if I emailed professionally 
and courteously would be made expeditiously

That was my true aim.



What I didn’t count on was the fact that I 
started to be followed by police helicopters. 
But I will get into that in a moment.

I then placed HMYOI Cookham Wood 
under surveillance and examined every 
inspection report, every news article and 
any data I could find relating to the prison 
and what I found was very positive. I saw 
evidence of services and processes related 
to self harm and suicide being significantly 
improved at HMYOI Cookham Wood, 
although violence reduction has remained 
elusive at the prison as is the case with 
every YOI in the country.

Maybe these actions and improvements 
made at HMYOI Cookham Wood saved 
the life of a child, maybe not but I believe it 
was worth the risk on the off chance that it 
did.

Over the years I have been tailed by 
numerous police helicopters. This incident 
occurred whilst delivering Star Family 
News Issues 1 and 2 - 2nd edition and 
issues 8 and 9 at Ferry Lane Tottenham.

Police Helicopters

I began to notice police helicopters had me under surveillance and would turn up at 
my children’s sport days and when I was out and about with a concerning frequency. 

Considering I had been campaigning about Mark Duggan’s death and had received a 
bonafide death threat from a police officer who placed a pair of garden clippers on my 
fence whilst in uniform, I felt the need to act to preserve my life. 

Mark had been murdered by the police and as I had been campaigning about his death 
on as many platforms as I could, including giving presentations on the riots in 
Washington DC, I was aware that I had now become the focus of what I believe to be 
a type of death squad that exists in the police force.

The type of police responsible for the deaths of Smiley Culture, Mark Duggan and 
Azelle Rodney to name but a few.

Thus I felt the need to continue the act and give the impression that to kill me would 
bring significantly negative life experiences to everyone involved in the planning and 
execution of my death at the hands of the police.



Defending myself from death threats 
from the police

I did this by acting on social media as though I was 
the leader of an undocumented super gang that I 
had been working for years under the veil of 
community work to join up and organise who would 
be willing to exact revenge for my execution.

Absolutely none of this was true. I didn’t even know 
any gang members apart from those I worked with 
and the two I mentioned previously.

These untruths regarding my “gang activity” were 
actually proved to be untrue by Chantelle and her 
friends who went on an investigation and their 
conclusion at the time was:

“You were never gang, gang.”

“It was all fake.”

These were their conclusions at the time. 
Fortunately my social campaigning gathered 
momentum and somehow I managed to build a 
support base which I think in part made it more 
difficult for the police to execute me. During the 
earlier and perhaps even later years I suspect that at 
times Chantelle and her sisters along with other 
members of the community and my family had a 
hand in preserving my life.

The first death threat I received from the police was 
in about 2014, documented in Star Family News 
Issue 6, if you look at Star Family News Issue 8, 
you will see they are still issuing death threats to me 
8 years later. I have heard: 

“We should have killed you”, “You could have 
died”, and “They tried to kill you” many times 
over the recent years.

Officer Ali issuing a death 
sign to me on March 12th 

2021

Whilst delivering newsletters 
outside New Scotland Yard on the 
8th February 2021 I was advised 
that Dame Cressida Dick (the 

former police Commissioner) had 
wanted to have me shot.



Another unexpected outcome

Whilst I am acting on social media, I am trying to figure out the Chantelle situation and 
whilst all this is going on in my world, my act was causing unexpected life experiences 
in her world of which I was completely unaware until I saw the infamous picture of her 
in distress in 2015 on instagram with the quote:

“Sooooo Good”

The KFC slogan.

My complete lack of awareness of what the real situation was or what was going on 
was illustrated in my response:

“If it is so good, why do you look so sad?”

And I put it down to the restrictions in her life that I had been working to remove so 
she could be free. What I have come to suspect is that she was significantly tortured on 
that day.

I have never planned, coordinated or organised any action with the intention of causing 
Chantelle or her sisters harm.

Early in our indirects around 2014 Chantelle disclosed indirectly that she had been 
abused, she revealed this over time in social media activity. The first clue was she had 
told an interviewer that she liked singing as a child but something happened to her 
when she was 9 that took her confidence. What she subsequently revealed indirectly 
was that she had been raped by her father when she was 9 years old.

Christopher McNeish - Chantelle’s father



I was furious. I emailed everyone. Chantelle had two younger sisters and in my mind 
maybe the youngest hadn’t started to be abused as yet and I saw it as my duty to ensure 
that the youngest sister would not be abused in the hope that it hadn’t already begun.

I emailed Peacock’s Gym as her father ran a CHILDREN’S Kickboxing class and I saw 
him a sexual predator who could be preying on his students.

I found twitter accounts of members connected to the gym and tweeted them, I tweeted 
the MPS twitter account, I emailed and contacted a lot of people in the hope that I could 
end the abuse of Chantelle and her sisters as she had alluded that it had continued into her 
adult years.

The way Chantelle had described this event in the interview illustrated that she found the 
rape traumatic and distressing.

I’m not certain what impact that had, if any safeguards were put in place to protect the 
children but I do remember doing that for the reasons I have given.

The Act

During the acting part of this situation I would on occasion allude to having connections 
to people I had no connection to. During one of these episodes I began to suspect that 
Chantelle was getting into difficulty with people from Hackney East London. In fact that 
is a reoccurring theme in this over the years, I identify an issue she is having and I try to 
improve her condition in my subsequent activity.

As such I ended up parked up behind Hackney Empire pretending to have a Desert Eagle 
and challenging those involved to get into it with me. Whilst parked at this location I 
tweeted my location by taking a picture of Hackney Empire. I then saw activity on social 
media that a response was being formed, it was then that I tweeted the Adam’s Family 
intro theme from the 60’s, I think this was around 2014 or 2015. I then tweeted the clip 
from Snatch when Bricktop is asking Goldie if he has any idea who he is.

Alluding to those who seemed to be forming a response to my challenge that they would 
have to deal with them.

I have never even met any one of the Adam’s Family, ever. From then up to the time of 
writing. I was bluffing and didn’t believe anyone from the Adam’s Family would be 
monitoring my twitter account and take any action on my behalf, why would they?

If this occurred I suspect it was to do with corrupt officers of Operation Bravehearts who 
might have used their established networks in OCN’s to introduce the Adam’s Family into 
the situation when I never directly mentioned them. As mentioned I tweeted a clip of the 
60’s TV series and a clip from Snatch.



I have since suspected that potentially it was the Adam’s Family who were behind the 
“Sooooo Good” picture on instagram in 2015.

One of the reasons for Star Family News Issue 6.

I had nothing to do with it and that’s the truth. I think when Chantelle and her friends 
did her investigations, in regards to discovering the truth about my lack of involvement 
in those issues, she was relieved and happy.

To confirm, I have seen Chantelle:

• for the last time at gymnastics in 2013-2014
• once at a party around 2013-2014
• once in 2018 at a Bluebird event where she turned up after I arrived
• In October 2021 when she was performing at Boxpark Wembley

At the Bluebird event I saw her and went and bounced her to which she replied “Hiiiiii” 
in like a surprised voice, she was looking the other way when I did it and I made her 
jump, which she actually doesn’t like, then she ran off. Whilst I was walking back to the 
screening she walked up to me just behind me and said “I’m here now” but we didn’t 
talk after that.

She was happy and at the time we spent a while in the same space with no issue 
whatsoever. I tend to experience issues with Chantelle when there are other men with 
her, when we are by ourselves we are fine.

I have a collection of pictures of Chantelle that display she is subject to quite frequent 
beatings, abuse and torture.

Sometime over the recent few years someone or people have started to place chemicals 
in her hair, which has displayed a continuous deterioration over the last two years as 
more and more chemicals were placed in her hair. I suspect that this has become so bad 
that she might have a bald patch which she uses weave and wigs to cover.

I have been attempting to improve her condition and if possible remove that threat from 
her life or her from that situation.

www.inkra-debelle.com
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The Latter Years

In latter years, I began to notice a pattern, whenever Chantelle would respond to my 
activity positively, she would turn up with injuries either later the same day, the next 
day or a few days later. This is one of the reasons I am frequently attempting to check in 
with her and other women who are connected to these issues because I suspect that 
when they are offline for prolonged periods of time that it could be that they are in a 
bad situations. 

I also noticed that when conducting Star Family News work, sometimes she appears 
with injuries, as though, those who are against the work, work to harm her due to my 
activity. 

It would not be difficult for those I write about to have identified Chantelle, I believe 
that over the years in different times she was messaging a lot of people about me and as 
such they could be targeting her to get her to stop me doing my work.

Chantelle as she normally looks Chantelle - left eye swollen
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Forced activity and Honey Traps

I believe that due to these beatings and torture Chantelle may have been forced into 
activity she is against, potentially including criminality. 

In one of my activities in Tottenham around 2017, two men who were involved in crime 
advised me that she was vulnerable and they were going to use her for “deets”, namely 
fraud. In hindsight I suspect these men attempted to kidnap me as one of them had 
chloroform on him which I was able to take off him through verbal. After I had the 
chloroform I suspect that put them off and they left soon after. This was around the time I 
was distributing copies of the Anonymous Letter which can be found here: 
www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters. I suspect Chantelle and her sisters were targeted 
by the same people who were working to stop my work - Associates of Clint Ponton and 
the corrupt police he is connected to.

As such, this is part of the reason I suspect that some of the people I have written about 
are directly involved in her beatings and tortures as I have written extensively regarding 
people in Tottenham.

I believe one of these activities she is being forced into, is to be used to build up a 
complaint against me so that she can be used I suspect, by some of the people I write 
about to have me institutionalised in some way and to discredit the work I am involved in.

These individuals have also attempted to use Chantelle to “Honey trap” me and lure me 
into a situation where I would be at risk of being: beaten, stabbed, shot, kidnapped and 
tortured among other things.

One of these “Honey trap” events was at Box Park Wembley in October 2021. I attended 
an event that Chantelle was performing at and on arrival I was informed by someone who 
was aware of the situation that I was going to be beaten up and robbed in the venue. 

As I entered the venue by myself, I saw the organiser and approached him requesting 
permission to distribute copies of Star Family News Issue 7 which he seemed perfectly 
fine with. I said I would be interested in advertising his business in future editions and he 
seemed interested in the idea and gave me his contact details.

I then started to distribute Star Family News Issue 7 to all the guests, which also includes 
marketing material for Chantelle’s music career in the form of a poster on the back page.

http://www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters
http://www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters


Whilst doing this a number of the people I gave a copy to were very grateful and were 
thanking me but there was another presence there and one of the men said:

“I hate this guy.” 

I suspect that they were in some way connected to the content of Star Family News Issue 
7. I noticed a number of men, some of whom appeared hostile, there was also the threat 
of a shooting. 

Due to the threats, in my quiet way I issued a sign that indicated my willingness to face 
the set up head on and fight with whoever was issuing the threats. The challenge was 
declined.

I saw Chantelle arrive and went to buy her and who I since found out to be her manager 
some tequila shots and give them a copy of SFN Issue 7. The Manager - Richard Pascoe 
was hostile and was stating that Chantelle did not drink which I found quite surprising. 

Not wanting to cause a scene, I 
placed the drinks and a copy of 
SFN Issue 7 on the chair where 
we were and left them for her.

When I saw Chantelle on stage, 
she was aware I was there and 
seemed very happy, as she began 
her performance, she was smiling 
and dancing.

Then, whilst attempting to 
connect with Chantelle, waiting 
for her to finish performing, I 
was asked to leave by security 
for no reason. 

I had not done anything wrong, 
when I called Boxpark to find 
out what the issue was, they said 
that someone had called security 
because I was harassing one of 
their artists. This led me to 
believe that it was her manager 
who called security.



After getting home, I looked at Chantelle’s performance online and could tell a clear 
difference in her state in comparison to when I was there, after I left, she was no longer 
smiling the same or dancing the same in the rest of her performance. These events have 
led me to believe that men there, some of whom are clearly against the work that I do, 
were using the event as part of an attempt to use Chantelle to “Honey Trap" me.

I wanted to send this on to the Commissioner’s office because I believe that my work 
with Star Family News and content of the report “The Complaint and Execution of 
Mark Duggan” are directly connected in some way to some of the beatings and torture 
that Chantelle has endured from 2015.

I hope this contributes to a safer and happier condition for Chantelle and her family.



Contact - Potentially with Chantelle Mcneish 13th April 2022

On the 12th April 2022 I sent Chantelle and her sisters parcels via recorded delivery, 
they arrived on the 13th April 2022 and were signed for at 11:47.

At 12:40 that afternoon I was contacted via Chantelle’s Instagram account by a person 
claiming to be Chantelle. At the time of writing I suspect it was Chantelle who was in 
contact with me but am uncertain if she was in the presence of those who use violence 
on her and whether she was under the threat of violence during the communication.

During the communication she asked me to delete everything that relates to her and 
her family. Chantelle makes a series of assertions during this communication in relation 
to this document and my work with Star Family News: 

1. She and other members of her family were never abused by her dad
2. There is no code
3. She requests I stop distributing newsletters, writing, creating, posting, visiting, 

sending her messages and parcels because essentially she doesn’t like it
4. She claims “I have never been injured it is the way I LIKE to do my make up!”

At the time I was quite shocked to receive a response from Chantelle as she has only 
ever made direct contact with me on about three occasions in the last nine years. Due 
to the shock and being in the process of dealing with a Community Protection Warning 
(CPW) and an attempted eviction from my residence by my landlord, I complied with 
all the requests.

As such all material relating to Chantelle and her family were removed from the site 
and social media.

After serious consideration and observing a number of inaccuracies with her assertions 
I have taken the decision as a journalist to re-up an updated version of this document 
to the Star Family News site. I have taken this action because I have confirmed the 
primary assertions made in this document to be true by independent sources. As such I 
believe it is in the public interest for the information in this document to be made 
available to all who might be at risk of the type of violence, sexual abuse, torture and 
beatings discussed in this document.

I believe Chantelle made her requests on the 13th April 2022 whilst under the threat of 
violence

To make my stance clear, if anyone challenges me on the truth contained in this 
document, I suggest you take me to court.



My response to Chantelle’s claims

Claim 1:

She and other members of her family were never abused by her dad

My Response:

After making versions one and two of this document available to to public via the 
internet I was contacted by a group of black women, adults and young women with 
small children who confirmed that Chris McNeish is a sex offender, child molester 
and rapist of children.

This group of females advised me “You have no idea how bad it was, he would force 
the children to wear lingerie.”

They were extremely grateful that I highlighted the abuse to the community as it 
brought out a long hidden secret into the open and has prevented other children from 
being abused.

Claim 2:

There is no code

My Response:

The parcels I sent on 12th April 2022 were signed for on the 13th April 2022 by 
“Eena”.

Why is that significant? Over the years I created nicknames for Chantelle and her 
sisters, that as far as I am aware were not in use before I created them, these 
nicknames are:

Inks - Chantelle
Lala - Isobella
Eena - Justina

They are aware I have these names or references to their names tattooed from a few 
years ago as a commitment to stick through these issue with them at a distance. They 
make references to these tattoos in their social media activity.

This is the picture of the signature for one of the three parcels sent to Chantelle, 
Isobella and Justina, they were all signed the same:



This is the tattoo I have of Eena’s nickname on my 
right wrist/forearm. Nobody else calls Justina - 
Eena, her family nickname is “Baby”.

This is clear evidence of a code being used between 
me and Chantelle’s family, why would people who 
are against me and my work use the nickname I 
made for them?

Why were all the parcels signed Eena?

Could the signature be referencing the letter “H” 
for “Help”? - because they are in a situation and 
need help?

I subsequently saw a number of images of Eena 
(pictured left) which illustrated signs of distress 
and bruising but I was unable to save these images 
in time.

You will also notice she has incorporated the tattoo 
into her signature for the logo of her nail business: 

Niche.Nailss
https://www.instagram.com/niche.nailss

Ladies! 

Please support 
Eena’s business, she 

is very talented, 
works very hard 

and has overcome 
many obstacles to 

run a successful nail 
boutique.



 

Chantelle’s reference to me, the tattoo I have and our other interactions. 

When Chantelle wants to communicate with me, she will sometimes reference the 
tattoo I have with her nickname as a way of indirectly calling me for attention or 
because she needs help.

Here is a picture of such a call and of my tattoo.

After our interactions on the 13th of April 2022 I have been continuing my work as 
normal. Our indirect messaging as described in this document usually constitutes of 
an ever evolving pattern of references that never stay they same for any length of time. 
Chantelle will make reference of something I have posted or I will make reference to 
something she has posted or something in our history that only we would be aware of. 
That way we can identify what part of a message is for us and what is for others.

On the 16th April 2022 at around 12:30, I created two posts on Facebook which 
makes reference to Praying Mantis Kung Fu and the Mantis Fist - which are 
displayed in the images.



Then at approximately 17:00 on the 16th April 2022, Chantelle posts this image:

This image makes reference to three of the interactions I have had with 
Chantelle and its meaning will become apparent in a moment.

1. Chantelle is making reference to the Mantis Fist with her left hand - This 
indicates she is communicating with me

2. Chantelle is holding her earring which is in the same shape as a Kara (Sikh 
bangle) that I sent her. A Kara represents an unbreakable bond with God 
which I explained in the letter I sent which also contained a Kirpan and 
Kanga among other things.

A picture of my Kara

3. Chantelle is also making reference to the position of the tattoo that I have of her

My interpretation is that Chantelle who might be under duress in this communication is 
asking me to change my choice of Kirpan that I am wearing. I am wearing a Kirpan 
called “Baby Elora” and potentially those who could possibly be involved in her abuse 
have placed significance on the different kirpans that I wear and are using her to get me 
to wear “She” (a kirpan). And if possible to get me to stop wearing one at all.



Chantelle’s placement of hair and the seatbelt indicates an unidentified male, potentially 
one involved in her abuse who uses and abuses her in attempts to influence me.

I believe this theory to be true via a coded message sent by a lady who has an overview 
of the situation - Charmaine Hayden (nick name Chamalam). Chamalam placed these 
images online around the 18th April 2022 which indicate that the unidentified male - 
represented by the seatbelt is involved in Chantelle’s abuse and is potentially the one 
behind her messages to me on the 13th April 2022.

In the picture to the left Chamalam is displaying a 
seatbelt and the lady in the back seat is gesturing to 
her eyebrow which is a reference to “Ow” or pain. 
Indicating that the unidentified male represented by 
the seatbelt is responsible for harming Chantelle and 
causing her injuries.

In the picture above, this message is confirmed by 
highlighting the seatbelt being worn by the driver 
who is representing Chantelle who is clearly bruised 
on her shoulder. The lady in the back is gesturing 
towards her face which might indicate that 
unidentified male is responsible for causing injuries.

On closer examination there 
appears to be bruising on 
Chantelle’s right bicep and swelling 
to her left temple.
From my investigations I found 
that undercover officers and 
intelligence officers use extreme 
physical and sexual violence to 
subdue women. Some will have 
gone to prison in the past but seem 
immune to prosecution whilst those 
around them go to prison.



Evidence of a culture of rape and violence against women in the police 
- including undercover police work and intelligence services

In Chantelle’s case through my community work I was 
told that it was Chantelle’s “husband” that was 
responsible for injuring her. I don’t think Chantelle 
is actually married but in street culture, men can 
refer to their girlfriends as “wifey” and sometimes 
women refer to their boyfriends as “husband”.

In the community it is a really good way to identify 
undercover officers, intelligence officers and “Covert 
Human Intelligence Sources” - Informants.

Extreme physical and sexual violence against 
women and children are tale tale signs of an agent 
who works against the community and is immune to 
prosecution.

“The Joint Committee for Human Rights - JCHR launched a call for evidence into the 
Covert Human Intelligence Sources (Criminal Conduct) Bill after it was introduced into 
the House of Commons on 24 September 2020. The Bill provides a statutory basis for a 
variety of public authorities to authorise informants, agents and undercover officers to 
engage in criminal conduct.

The Chair of the Committee, Ms Harriet Harman QC MP said:

“This Bill raises major human rights concerns. It permits officials to secretly authorise 
crimes on the streets of the UK and abroad. There should be added to the Bill clear limits 
on the scale and type of criminality which can be authorised. We cannot pass a law that 
leave open the possibility of state-sanctioned rape, murder or torture.”

Essentially the government was attempting to pass a law that would make it LEGAL for 
undercover officers, agents and police informants to commit rape, torture, extreme 
violence against women and children and murder as they are primary tools with which 
the government controls the population.



Communicating with Isobella - Lala

When Lala wants to communicate with me, she will reference her arm and wrist. She 
might also make references of gifts. In an episode of this saga I was able to give her 
my iPod nano some years ago, I also gave Eena my AirPods when I saw she had an 
imitation brand. These gifts were all provided either indirectly or via the post.

Why does Lala, reference her wrist and forearm when communicating with me?

Tattoos on my right wrist/forearm and left forearm.



 

From Lala’s Tumblr https://www.tumblr.com/search/Isobellamcneish

Sometime in 2016-2017 I saw Lala at Peacock Gym, she 
was doing a kickboxing class with her dad in the ring 
pictured above. Lala, left the ring as soon as she saw me 
and started to hit the punch bag to the top left of the ring 
where the gloves are. I was hitting the punch bag next to 
it. As I was aware of certain processes that can be 
instigated where timed interactions can occur I tried not 
to interact with her as I was attempting to not instigate the 
timed interaction. My plan being that if I didn’t instigate a 
timed interaction I would be able to return to the gym and 
see her regularly. It didn’t work out that way and 
somehow I had started the timed interaction without 
realising and she had to move away from me and I never 
saw her return to the gym since in subsequent years of 
trying to connect. (Note - this will not make sense to 
people who haven’t been exposed to this society)

Lala ended up sitting where the white gloves are and I sat 
where the black gloves are.

Lala’s dad was in the ring and in the image to the left I 
believe Lala is identifying her dad and undercover police 
as the problem by the positioning of the two people in 
relation to the ring which is where her dad was standing.

Fred Cutts of Peacock 
Gym - former Detective 
Chief Inspector of the 
Met Police working at 
Peacock. I suspect that 
Lala identified 
undercover officers at 
this gym involved in 
rape, torture and 
violence.



Claim 3:

“Chantelle” requests I stop distributing newsletters, writing, creating, posting, visiting, 
sending her messages and parcels because essentially she doesn’t like it.

My Response:

This video of Chantelle was made in July 2018. In it, she has what appears to be a 
parking ticket in her hand, when she opens it, it turns out to be a rave flyer.

Chantelle says: 

“I’ll open it for you. Bam! Imma show you this because they DESERVE to be seen” 

She emphasises the word deserve and has the text “Gotta rate them for being 
innovative” meaning got to "respect them”. Chantelle also references - Parking Ticket.

The day before this video was posted I was in Brixton distributing Star Family News 
Issue 1 by placing them under the windscreen wipers of parked cars. In June 2018 I 
placed copies of Star Family News in the British Library as a protest to state these events 
too should be recorded in history.

Protest at the British Library and examples of when I place newsletters under the wipers 
of cars.



Who deserves to be seen?

When you open Star Family News Issue 1 - This is the image you see:

This evidences that Chantelle has supported my work against the evils committed by 
people such as Clint Ponton and that Chantelle believes that people should be made 
aware of what they do. That people such as Clint Ponton and the corrupt police that 
support him SHOULD be seen by the community for what they are.

This has been the overwhelming response I have had from the community when doing 
my work, I believe this confirms my suspicions that people such as Clint Ponton who 
are clearly against my work, have targeted Chantelle and a number of people in the 
community with significant tortures, violence and murder in an effort to get me to stop 
my work and stop them for supporting Star Family News.

In fact I believe in time, the true nature of the atrocities committed against people who 
supported Star Family News will one day become known.



Claim 4:

Chantelle claims “I have never been injured it is the way I LIKE to do my make up!”

My Response:

This is not make up and it is clear for everyone to see. There is clear distress in these 
images that I have been fortunate enough to be able to share with the world and to 
further Chantelle’s TRUE wishes, that those involved in these activities are SEEN and 
held accountable.

I believe her requests to have the material removed were made whilst under the threat of 
the type of violence she is subjected to which is evidenced in this document. 

In fact whilst this document is able to record some of the evils Chantelle and her sisters 
are subjected to, I believe the worst of the tortures and abuses remain hidden to this day. 
I believe I would not only be failing in my duty as a journalist but much more importantly 
in my duty to the community, Chantelle and her family who have risked so much to shed 
light on these evil people.

And for these reasons, this document will be placed back online until I am taken to court 
to remove it. Then we can really get this on the record.

Much Love Inks, Lala, Eena and everyone who has suffered whilst supporting Star 
Family News, thank you.

Jason

Please scan for a copy of SFN Issue 13 V6



Confirmation from Chantelle verifying the information in this document - 
6th May 2022

On the 6th May 2022, a video of Chantelle appeared, more recently this is out of the 
ordinary as Chantelle has not been using social media in her normal manner since 
February 2022. Her appearances on social media since, have been sporadic with weeks 
passing before any posts, this is highly unusual.

I have attached two screenshots of the video in question. In it Chantelle is conveying a 
series of messages, some of which I can relay although I am not certain I have found all 
of them as yet.

1. I believe Chantelle is confirming the seat belt theory made on pages 25-27 with the 
words “absolutely this” on the pony tail in the first image with reference to the strap 
of her top as a seat belt. 

2. In the second image I believe she is identifying Star Family News Issue 6 by use of 
the 6 pictures to the top right of the image. I believe she is identifying Terry Adams 
by use of the letters A and T in the first image on her hair and that he is directly 
involved in the issues with her hair and a number of other girls on social media. I 
believe Chantelle is identifying the Adams Family as those who have injured her.



3. Star Family News Issue 6 which features the Adams Family Crime Syndicate can be 
found here: www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters . This issue details the corrupt police 
and Organised Crime connection which utilises Freemasonry to further crime against 
the primary tenets of Masonry.

4. Chantelle could also be using the “so” in “absolutely” to confirm that it was in fact the 
Adams Family Crime syndicate that was responsible for the “soooooo gooooood” image 
that appeared of her in 2015 in significant distress.

Not previously mentioned but a close family member of mine was raped by a man who 
identified himself as a Freemason in 2015. Around 2014/2015 another close family 
member also told me she was raped. 

It appears that in 2015 this network identified and raped a significant amount of women 
in the community who were connected to me - Chantelle and two family members of 
mine for certain and I suspect a significant amount of other women.

5. Chantelle appears to be confirming our “virtual marriage” by use of the smiley face on 
her ring finger.

http://www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters
http://www.starfamilynews.com/newsletters


6. Chantelle is also making reference to my apartment and two articles from my 
publications that I have on display in my window in particular - 

1. Star Family News Issue 7 - Letter to the People - Bottom right
2. 2. Star Family News Issue 3 - The Letter to the Commissioner Bottom left

This is evidenced by the positioning of the curtain and window frame the yellow shorts 
are hanging from and Chantelle’s position in her image in comparison to the picture of 
my apartment. I believe this is significant.

My apartment window

On the 6th of June 2020 at a Black Lives Matter event at Westminster I was approached 
from behind by a number of males who were very aggressive. I found myself with one 
male to my left and one to my right and an unconfirmed amount behind me, perhaps 
another 3 or 4.

Once in this position one of the males said in a loud voice “Pools of blood on the floor” 
which I took to mean this was an attempted shooting or stabbing at the time. I was at the 
event with two female cousins and their female friends and my first concern was to 
attempt to guide them to safety to ensure they would not get hit in any crossfire. Two 
males attempted to close in behind them but I was able to use posturing to move them 
on.

I believe Chantelle is agreeing with the Letter to 
the People and that we have both been used to 
further the aims of those we fight against. I 
believe Chantelle is confirming that she has at 
times been forced into criminality against her will 
as suggested in this Newsletter.



Letter to the People - to the right of my window

I was able to navigate the event without incident and get my family and friends to safety. 
I took to social media to address the potential attackers and challenged them to meet me 
in the same place the next day whilst I was observing my Sikh religion. I attempted to 
thin the herd and specifically target the male who said “pools of blood on the floor.” 

I did this by tweeting words to the effect of “You had a lot of mouth when you was in 
numbers come by yourself and we’ll see the way it goes.”

I have found in life, that if you don’t respond in this way to these threats they tend to get 
worse.

I returned the next day but no one turned up. A member of the public with information 
about what was going on confided that “they had stopped it.”

What was also significant about the 6th June 2020 was the police attendance. I saw some 
police at Westminster, where the event began but nearer Vauxhall Bridge, the scene of 
the attempted attack I noticed a convey of police vans. All empty. There was absolutely 
no police presence at the scene of the attempted attack which is bizarre for a BLM event.

Notice Chantelle is attempting to draw attention to the back of her head in her image. 
This references the execution order in the Letter to the People which suggests there have 
been attempts on her life also by the same network and June 6th was an attempted hit.



Letter to the Commissioner - Page 2 to the left of my window

I believe Chantelle is confirming 
a number things:

The yellow shorts in her image 
represent an “ow” with the ow in 
“yellow” which indicates pain 
and I believe the message is, 
Chantelle has indeed been hurt 
by those who are interested in 
stopping me from doing my 
work especially regarding Mark 
Duggan.

Also the same network that was 
responsible for executing Mark 
Duggan was in fact the same 
network that attempted the hit 
on the 6th June 2020.

In essence it the network 
responsible appears to be 
corrupt police, the Adams 
Family Crime Syndicate and 
local gangs such as the “Shower” 
gang based in Tottenham that 
Clint Ponton belongs to.



Confirmation of the Adams Family Crime Syndicate Involvement from Lala 
and friend on the 28-29th April 2022

On the 28th and 29th April 2022 these images appeared on ambjones instagram 
account. I believe they confirm that the Adams Family Crime Syndicate is responsible 
for torturing, abusing and threatening the lives of the girls. In the first image, Lala is 
referencing a few things:

A representation of a right black eye, a tattoo I have of a Spartan shield which looks 
like the letter A and an inferred chokehold with her right hand.

Lala’s friend is then seen reading a book called “They 
both Die at The End” with reference to the name 

Adam.

I believe Lala and her 
friend are conveying 
they have faced death 
threats from the Adam’s 
Family and potentially 
are under threat of 
hanging or have been 
hung which I have 
discovered to be an 
Organised Crime 
punishment in the 
underworld.

The use of the shadow in 
ambjones picture 
indicates that the Adam’s 
Family have hurt Lala.

Also they may be conveying that this Newsletter is causing those responsible for 
significant harm in the community some issues which is a very positive sign.



 

My proposed Organisational Structure of those involved in this issue

Adams Family 
Crime Syndicate

Local Area Gangs such as 
the Shower Posse and Clint Ponton

Corrupt Police

To be honest in my personal opinion the primary area for concern regarding this 
Organised Criminal Network is their involvement in:

The rape, torture and trafficking of men, women and especially children. Many of the 
adults who fall victim to this network are innocent people and are not career criminals. 
In my eyes, all the children are innocent.

Slavery - the identification and torture of people into various forms of slavery including 
the enslavement of people to be used as sex slaves.

The racist murder and enslavement of members of the Black and Majority Ethnic 
Community who work to better their community.

Personally I am not an anti-crime campaigner but these particular crimes I find 
abhorrent and are essentially against the “Laws of the Jungle”.

No sex offenders, no sex offences and no targeting of innocents especially children and 
those who work to better their community or build a full and free life for themselves 
and their families.

It might be naive to believe we can change this situation in London but I believe it is 
unacceptable to do nothing.



Some Thing to Remember - That Give me Hope

After fighting against these issues for some years I can understand why a person can 
end up with a sense of hopelessness: the issues have been around too long, there are 
too many of them, you can’t beat the system to name but a few thoughts.

One that I hear quite regularly is “The police are the biggest gang in London.” That 
might or might not be true but I am aware of some other facts that are also true. 
There are only 30,000 police officers in London and not all of them are corrupt. I 
couldn’t give a figure but I would say a good few thousand are not corrupt.

Gandhi took on 100,000 armed British soldiers who were conducting massacres 
that saw the slaughter of over 1,000 unarmed civilians in one event alone. In fact 
the study of this story illustrates an example of a people who were ruled over quite 
tyrannically who rose up and secured the freedom of their nation.

One of the primary factors of this was essentially the British soldiers utilising 
barbaric means to control the Indian population which spread across the world and 
embarrassed them. Another lesser observed fact was that as Gandhi had previously 
stipulated:

"100,000 Englishmen simply cannot control 350,000,000 Indians if those Indians 
refuse to cooperate.”

And whilst Gandhi might have been for non-violence, a significant amount of those 
Indians were not and the British military might have found themselves in a 
situation where they would be the ones being slaughtered.

The London population is 9.5 million and a few thousand corrupt police officers, 
members of organised crime and local area gangs cannot control 9.5 million people 
if the people decide to fight against trafficking.

Some other examples from history:

The Haitian Revolution - a successful insurrection where enslaved Haitians 
defeated the French colonial rule and secured their Freedom.

The defeat of Nazi Germany at the end of WW2.

The Civil War - what is rarely discussed when the topic of slaves gaining their 
freedom in the US arises, is the 200 years of slave revolts where massacres were 
common place. These revolts inspired others to revolt even in failure and spread 
fear amongst the slave masters all over the country. It was these revolts that paved 
the way for the Civil Wear and ultimate freeing of the slaves.

These slave revolts made the keeping of slaves an extremely hazardous profession 
and I believe we need to make it as hazardous today to end modern slavery.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCw0_AIp90I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCw0_AIp90I
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/two-centuries-slave-rebellions-shaped-american-history
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/two-centuries-slave-rebellions-shaped-american-history
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCw0_AIp90I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCw0_AIp90I
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/two-centuries-slave-rebellions-shaped-american-history
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/two-centuries-slave-rebellions-shaped-american-history


The end of Apartheid in South Africa (a racist 
system of racial segregation and discrimination 
against blacks) was not only based on the freeing 
of Nelson Mandela but essentially a series of 
revolts and insurgencies that increased in violence 
in the preceding years against the minority rule of 
White South Afrikaners. In fact I believe the 
freeing of Nelson Mandela was in great part 
deemed essential by the minority White South 
Afrikaners to prevent a significant massacre 
taking place.

There is an essential narrative missing from 
the Indian independence story as told in the 
west. What is typically focussed on is the 
non-violent efforts of Gandhi and his 
followers. What is often neglected is that 
there were a number of revolutionary groups 
that began a violent struggle for freedom

I guess the point I am trying to make is that successful movements to secure freedom have 
typically not been based on a single action of a single movement but essentially a series of 
campaigns of various natures by numerous groups over a period of years, decades, 
generations and even centuries and not months. And during this process, whilst many 
good people lose their lives, they become the foundation of the freedom that is eventually 
secured. 

One thing is for certain, wherever slavery exists in the world, the revolts, struggles and 
insurrections of the slaves against the slave masters will do too, and that gives me hope.

https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/people-armed-1984-1990
https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/people-armed-1984-1990
https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/people-armed-1984-1990
https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/people-armed-1984-1990
https://theconversation.com/the-forgotten-violence-that-helped-india-break-free-from-colonial-rule-57904
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